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Particle physics has been 

• ….. answering the big question    

• Purpose of this talk  

• What particle physics have  done in the past  

• What LHC is doing right now  

• Thinking about future   



study of Matter as science 

• Pre-Science   Greece, China idea of  element  

• Atom (Modern Chemistry )                                                 
→Nuclei＋electron （physics ） 

• Nuclear physics: nuclei→　proton＋neutron  

• particle physics: proton→quark    gauge symmetry 

• Dark Matter  (BSM )　from rotation curve, lensings 

Rutherford Gell-Mann Weinberg 

John Dalton 

Fritz Zwicky 



Looking back LEP era  

EW precision  
• No deviation of standard model.  Field Theory 

wins  

•  Technicolor becomes very difficult to realize  

• People have left to effective theory:   Little Higgs model or composite 
model wheeven Higgs boson is NG boson of some global  symmetry 
without  specifying the origin of symmetry breaking  

• Important Lessons have been learned in this approach  

• top sector need to be enlarged → top partner  

• Z2 symmetry separating new sector from SM sector → TeV scale new 
physics  (stable spin 1 particle as dark matter) 



LEP  gauge coupling unification and supersymmetry 

We thought( in early 90’s)  1TeV SUSY + 10^16 GeV coupling Unification 
(GUT) is promising. Connection to String theory   

It is later realized that squark scalar  masses can be  heavy keeping coupling 
unification unchanged (split SUSY)  

 Lightest supersymmetric particle(LSP)  as Dark matter;  

Spin 1/2  gauge singlet(Bino) , doublet(Higgsino), and Adjoint(Wino)  



The  legend : The 115 GeV Higgs Odyssey

John Ellis (CERN) 2000 

(at that time we were planning to  start LHC at  2005) 

On his way home from Troy, Odysseus had arrived within reach of Ithaca when a great storm blew 
up. He was swept away, and only several years later was he able to return to reclaim his rights from 
the rapacious suitors, with the aid of his son Telemachus. Some wonder whether this epic is 
repeating itself, if the Higgs weighs 115 GeV. If so, are CMS and ATLAS cast in the role of 
Telemachus? In this paper, I first discuss how close to Ithaca LEP may have been, the fact that a 
115 GeV Higgs boson would disfavour technicolour, its potential implications for supersymmetry, 
and finally the prospects for completing the Higgs Odyssey.



Gauge Mediation: Low energy SUSY breaking, and 
gravitino  dark matter (spin 3/2, effectively spin 1/2 
goldstino, Late decay, connection to BBN  )  
Anomaly Mediation :suppressed gaugino mass, 
wino dark matter, moduli decay for generation 
Little Hierarchy argument in  SUSY: How SUSY~1TeV 
(compatible with 115GeV)  can be natural?     

Large Extra dimension(1998) Warped Extra 
dimension(1999)  Universal Extra dimension :   
Planck scale can  be same order in EW scale. 
Yukawa coupling can have geometrical 
meaning, U(1) gauge boson KK dark matter     
Little Higgs models (2001)  & 
Minimal composite models 

What Odssyey had been doing  for  
12years:  role  of Model building  
  2years (budget) + 2 (delay)+ 2(He) was added  



deviations from SM 

1 Introduction

The Fermilab E989 Collaboration is constructing a new experiment to measure the
muon’s anomalous magnetic moment, aµ, with a precision of 140 parts per bil-
lion (ppb). This quantity was last measured by the E821 Collaboration at Brookhaven
National Laboratory [1]. That experiment reached a final precision of 540 ppb after
combining runs with positive [2] and negative [3] muons, which were measured to
730 and 720 ppb, respectively. As shown in Figure 1, the results disagree by more
than three standard deviations with recent evaluations of the theoretical prediction
of the Standard Model. While it is not yet definitive, the discrepancy strongly sug-
gests that there may be e↵ects on the muon’s magnetic moment from particles or
interactions that are not included in the Standard Model.

The potential for a discovery of new physics provides motivation for the improved
measurement of aµ at Fermilab. Table 1 summarizes the planned improvements in
statistical and systematic errors. Some major systems are being redesigned completely
for higher precision, although a number of major components from E821 are being
refurbished and reused, particularly the superconducting magnet. The collaboration
includes some veterans of E821, but the number of new members is much larger, so
the experiment will e↵ectively provide an independent new measurement.
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Figure 1: Comparison of the Brookhaven E821 results and the projected sensitivity of
the Fermilab E989 Muon g-2 experiment to current theoretical calculations, showing
a discrepancy of more than 3 � that could potentially be due to new physics beyond
the Standard Model.
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muon g-2 (more than 3σ)  

Require charged particle couples to muons(tanbeta =40)   

from 1510.00346 Graynew data from 2017 
Fermilab E989 J-PARC E 34

Theoretical error  
light by light→lattice   
hadronic vacuum 
→BESIII VEP2000 BaBar   

(a) µ = M2, mR = 3TeV (b) µ = 2M2, mR = 3TeV

(c) µ = M2/2, mR = 3TeV (d) µ = 2TeV, mR = 1.5mL

Figure 1: Current LHC bounds on the SUSY g − 2 explanations. The orange (yellow)
band shows the region where the SUSY contributions explain the muon g − 2 discrepancy
at the 1σ (2σ) level. The dark gray regions in (a) and (c) are excluded by LEP searches
for the neutralinos and charginos. The regions left to the blue dotted lines are excluded by
the L-search. Assuming the approximate GUT relation for the gaugino masses, the regions
left to the red lines are excluded by the J-search. These exclusions are at 95% CL, and
the theoretical uncertainty of ±30% is included in the hatched regions. The LSP is the
lightest neutralino in the regions above the black thick lines, while the sneutrino is lightest
below them. Sleptons become lighter than neutralinos below the black dashed or dotted
lines (see the text for details).
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wino case higgsino case 
LHC currently does not  

have access to the case that  
m(slepton)> m(wino) 

Endo Hamaguchi ,  
Iwamoto ,Yoshinaga  

JHEP 1401(2014) 123 



What LHC have done so far 

• finding SM Higgs boson at 125GeV  

• not finding SUSY  ~TeV range  

• not finding any top partner <TeV range  

• Finding bumps and peaks with low significances 



Higgs boson and Universe 
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Figure 1: Left: SM RG evolution of the gauge couplings g1 =
p

5/3g0, g2 = g, g3 = gs, of the
top and bottom Yukawa couplings (yt, yb), and of the Higgs quartic coupling �. All couplings are
defined in the MS scheme. The thickness indicates the ±1� uncertainty. Right: RG evolution of
� varying Mt, Mh and ↵s by ±3�.

the Yukawa sector and can be considered the first complete NNLO evaluation of ��(µ).

We stress that both these two-loop terms are needed to match the sizable two-loop scale

dependence of � around the weak scale, caused by the �32y4t g
2
s + 30y6t terms in its beta

function. As a result of this improved determination of ��(µ), we are able to obtain a

significant reduction of the theoretical error on Mh compared to previous works.

Putting all the NNLO ingredients together, we estimate an overall theory error on Mh of

±1.0GeV (see section 3). Our final results for the condition of absolute stability up to the

Planck scale is

Mh [GeV] > 129.4 + 1.4

✓

Mt [GeV]� 173.1

0.7

◆

� 0.5

✓

↵s(MZ)� 0.1184

0.0007

◆

± 1.0th . (2)

Combining in quadrature the theoretical uncertainty with the experimental errors on Mt and

↵s we get

Mh > 129.4± 1.8 GeV. (3)

From this result we conclude that vacuum stability of the SM up to the Planck scale is

excluded at 2� (98% C.L. one sided) for Mh < 126GeV.

Although the central values of Higgs and top masses do not favor a scenario with a

vanishing Higgs self coupling at the Planck scale (MPl) — a possibility originally proposed
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Figure 5: Regions of absolute stability, meta-stability and instability of the SM vacuum in the Mt–
Mh plane (upper left) and in the �–yt plane, in terms of parameter renormalized at the Planck
scale (upper right). Bottom: Zoom in the region of the preferred experimental range of Mh and
Mt (the gray areas denote the allowed region at 1, 2, and 3�). The three boundary lines correspond
to ↵s(MZ) = 0.1184 ± 0.0007, and the grading of the colors indicates the size of the theoretical
error. The dotted contour-lines show the instability scale ⇤ in GeV assuming ↵s(MZ) = 0.1184.

determined at hadron colliders su↵ers from O(⇤QCD) non-perturbative uncertainties [41]. A

possibility to overcome this problem and, at the same time, to improve the experimental

error on Mt, would be a direct determination of the MS top-quark running mass from ex-

periments, for instance from the tt̄ cross-section at a future e+e� collider operating above

the tt̄ threshold. In this respect, such a collider could become crucial for establishing the

structure of the vacuum and the ultimate fate of our universe.

As far as the RG equations are concerned, the error of ±0.2 GeV is a conservative

estimate, based on the parametric size of the missing terms. The smallness of this error,

compared to the uncertainty due to threshold corrections, can be understood by the smallness

of all the couplings at high scales: four-loop terms in the RG equations do not compete with

finite tree-loop corrections close to the electroweak scale, where the strong and the top-quark

Yukawa coupling are large.

The LHC will be able to measure the Higgs mass with an accuracy of about 100–200

MeV, which is far better than the theoretical error with which we are able to determine the

condition of absolute stability.
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Recent Cosmological issues:  
Kearney, Yoo, Zurek   Physical Revew D91 123537   
   probability of Higgs field falls  in unstable region during the inflation can be significant.  
   potential  danger developing anti-de Sitter patches   
 Espinosa, Giudice, Morgante, Riotto,Senatore Strumia, Tetradis  JHEP 1509(2015) 174  

lower  limit to reheating temperature depending on  the Higgs coupling to gravy and Habble   

constant during the inflation.  

Tevatron and LHC 



Potential “meta stability” is fragile   
Interaction of Higgs boson has not determined precisely  

Dark matter sector can couple to Higgs sector of SM only 

potential stability is sensitive to the unknown  four point coupling therefore may not be essential. 

泰山鳴動鼠一匹

  Z2 parity in extra Higgs sector  

2.1 Singlet scalar dark matter (Model S1)

In this model, an additional SU(2)L singlet real scalar s with hypercharge Y = 0 is

introduced [4, 5, 6]. Mass and interaction terms for s are given by,

L
S1

= �m2

1

2
s2 � �sH

2
s2|H|2 � �s

4!
s4. (1)

The self-interaction term, s4, does not a↵ect following discussion. The mass eigenvalue of

s is given by m2

s = m2

1

+ �sHv
2/2, where v ' 246 GeV is the VEV of the Higgs field.

2.2 Doublet scalar dark matter (Model S2)

In this model, an additional SU(2)L doublet scalar H
2

with hypercharge Y = 1/2 is

introduced [8, 9]. Mass and interaction terms for H
2

are given by,

L
S2

= �m2

2

|H
2

|2 � �
1

|H|4 � �
2

|H
2

|4 � �
3

|H|2|H
2
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4

|H†H
2

|2 � �
5

2

⇥
(H†

2

H)2 + h.c.
⇤
.

(2)

In general, �
5

is a complex parameter, however, its phase can be taken away by a re-

definition of H
2

. In the following of this paper, we take �
5

as real and positive. H
2

is

decomposed as,

H
2

=

✓
H+

(S0 + iA0)/
p
2

◆
, (3)

where H+ is a charged scalar field and S0 and A0 are neutral real scalar fields. In the

unitary gauge, the interaction terms between additional scalar particles and the Higgs

boson are given by,

L
S2

3 � �
3

|H|2|H
2

|2 � �
4

|H†H
2

|2 � �
5

2
[(H†

2

H)2 + h.c.]
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3

|H+|2
✓
v + hp

2

◆
2

� �S

2
s2

✓
v + hp

2

◆
2

� �A

2
a2

✓
v + hp

2

◆
2

, (4)

where �S ⌘ �
3

+�
4

+�
5

and �A ⌘ �
3

+�
4

��
5

are e↵ective couplings to the Higgs boson.

Mass eigenvalues of them are given by,

m2

H+ = m2

2

+
�
3

2
v2, m2

S0 = m2

2

+
�S

2
v2, m2

A0 = m2

2

+
�A

2
v2. (5)
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Figure 8. The spin-independent cross section at tree level (black-solid line), and loop level (yellow
shaded region). Here we vary λ2 for 0 < λ2 < 1.45. The blue-dashed line is the current LUX bound.
The green-dashed, red-dashed lines are the future prospect by XENON1T and LZ, respectively, and
the black-dashed line is the discovery limit caused by atmospheric and astrophysical neutrinos. Here
we take ∆mH± = 50GeV, ∆mS = 50GeV.
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A Shorthand notations

In the appendices, we give explicit formulae for the loop corrections to the spin-independent

cross section. Electroweak gauge couplings are defined as,

gW =
e

s
, gZ =

e

sc
, gfL = gZ(T3,f − s2Qf ), gfR = −gZs

2Qf , (A.1)

where f runs through u, d, s, c, b and t.

B One-loop box type diagrams

We calculate one-loop box diagrams which contribute to the qA → qA process. We consider

only the light quarks. We expand the diagrams by the masses of the light quarks and keep

only its leading order. This calculation is for the spin-independent cross section, and we

can assume the momentum transfer is small, we take it zero. The sum of the diagrams we

calculate in this section give the contributions to Γq
Box, Γ

q
t2, and Γ′q

t2 through,

iΓq
Boxmq +

i

m2
A

(Γq
t2 + Γ′q

t2)

(

pµqµ/p−
1

4
p2q/

)

. (B.1)

The definitions of Γq
Box, Γ

q
t2, and Γ′q

t2 are given in eq. (3.1).
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2loop level  
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(depend on all 4  
point coupling   

tree level  prediction 
for  correct Ω 

l1,2,3,4,5 のRun
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üわかったこと
ü l2 < 0.05  だと、なんとなくinstability が見え始める。
ü l2 = 0.01 だと、10TeVくらいで、instable. さすがによくない。
ü l2 = 3 とかは特に問題ないように見える。

λ1

and vacuum  can be  stable  
(Thanks to Abe-san ) 

singlet 

doublet 

T. Abe R. Sato  JHEP 1503(2015) 109

T. Abe R.Kitano R. Sato   
PRD 91( 2015) 095004



Figure 5: Maximal Higgs mass in the constrained MSSM scenarios mSUGRA, mAMSB and mGMSB,
an a function of the scale MS when the top quark mass is varied in the range mt = 170–176 GeV.

have been adopted). The outcome is shown in Fig. 6 where the maximal h mass value obtained
by scanning the basic input parameters of the model over the appropriate ranges. In the left–
hand side, Mmax

h is displayed as a function of tan� and in the right–hand side as a function
of MS. As the lower bound Mmax

h � 123 GeV is the same as in our previous analysis, the
mASMB, mGMSB and some variants of the mSUGRA model such as the constrained NMSSM
(cNMSSM), the no-scale model and the very constrained MSSM (VCMSSM) scenarios are still
disfavoured. However, for mSUGRA and the non–universal Higgs mass model (NUHM), all
values of tan � >⇠ 3 and 1 TeV <⇠ MS <⇠ 3 TeV lead to an appropriate value of Mh when
including the uncertainty band.

Figure 6: The maximal hmass value Mmax

h as functions of tan� (left) andMS (right) in the mASMB,
mGMSB as well as in mSUGRA and some of its variants. The basic parameters of the models are
varied within the ranges given in Ref. [4]; the top quark mass is fixed to mt = 173 GeV.
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3.5.4 Impact of the LHC data

Now, it is interesting to perform a first assessment of the compatibility of the LHC and Tevatron
data with the MSSM and analyse the region of parameter favoured by the observed boson mass
and rate pattern (see also [5, 62]). Despite the preliminary character of the results reported
by the LHC collaborations and the limited statistical accuracy of these first results, the study
is a template for future analyses. In this analysis, we computing the �2 probability on the
observable of Table 1 for each accepted pMSSM points. For the bb̄ and ⌧+⌧� channels, in which
no evidence has been obtained at the LHC, we add the channel contribution to the total �2 only
when their respective µ value exceeded 1.5 and the pMSSM point becomes increasingly less
consistent to the limits reported by CMS. In order to investigate the sensitivity to the inputs,
we also compare the results by including or not the bb̄, for which a tension exists between
the CMS limit and Tevatron results, and the ⌧+⌧� rate. Figure 12 shows the region of the
[Xt,m˜t1 ], [Xb,m˜b1

] and [MA, tan �] parameter space where pMSSM points are compatible with
the input h boson mass and observed yields. In particular, we observe an almost complete
suppression for low values of the sbottom mixing parameter Xb.

Figure 12: Distributions of the pMSSM points in the [Xt,m˜t1
] (left), [Xb,m˜b1

] (centre) and [MA,
tan�] (right) parameter space. The black dots show the selected pMSSM points, those in light (dark)
grey the same points compatible at 68% (90%) C.L. with the the Higgs constraints of Table 1.

The distributions for some individual parameters which manifest a sensitivity are pre-
sented in Figure 13, where each pMSSM point enters with a weight equal to its �2 probability.
Points having a probability below 0.15 are not included. The probability weighted distri-
butions obtained from this analysis are compared to the normalised frequency distribution
for the same observables obtained for accepted points within the allowed mass region 122.5
< MH <127.5 GeV. We observe that some variables are significantly a↵ected by the constraints
applied. Not surprisingly, the observable which exhibits the largest e↵ect is the product µ tan �,
for which the data favours large positive values, where the �� branching fraction increases and
the bb̄ decreases as discussed above. On the contrary, it appears di�cult to reconcile an en-
hancement of both µ�� and µb¯b, as would be suggested by the central large value of µb¯b =
1.97±0.72 recently reported by the Tevatron experiments [3]. Such an enhancement is not
observed by the CMS collaboration and the issue is awaiting the first significant evidence of a
boson signal in the bb̄ final state at the LHC and the subsequent rate determination. The tan �
distribution is also shifted towards larger value as an e↵ect of the Higgs mass and rate values.
We also observe a significant suppression of pMSSM points with the pseudo-scalar A boson
mass below ⇠450 GeV. This is due to the combined e↵ect of the A ! ⌧+⌧� direct searches
and Bs ! µ+µ� rate, which constrain the [MA � tan �] plane to low tan � value for light A
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large stop mixing required large SUSY scale  required 

with the SUSY–breaking scale or common squark mass MS; the trilinear coupling in the stop
sector At plays also an important role. The leading part of these corrections reads [12]

✏ =
3 m̄4

t

2⇡2v2 sin2 �


log

M2

S

m̄2

t

+
X2

t

2M2

S

✓
1� X2

t

6M2

S

◆�
. (1)

We have defined the SUSY–breaking scale MS to be the geometric average of the two stop
masses (that we take <⇠ 3 TeV not to introduce excessive fine-tuning)

MS =
p
m

˜t1m˜t2 (2)

and introduced the mixing parameter Xt in the stop sector (that we assume <⇠ 3MS),

Xt = At � µ cot �. (3)

The radiative corrections have a much larger impact and maximise the h boson mass in the
so–called “maximal mixing” scenario, where the trilinear stop coupling in the DR scheme is

maximal mixing scenario : Xt =
p
6MS. (4)

In turn, the radiative corrections are much smaller for small values of Xt, i.e. in the

no mixing scenario : Xt = 0. (5)

An intermediate scenario is when Xt is of the same order as MS which is sometimes called the

typical mixing scenario : Xt = MS. (6)

These mixing scenarios have been very often used as benchmarks for the analysis of MSSM
Higgs phenomenology [13]. The maximal mixing scenario has been particularly privileged since
it gives a reasonable estimate of the upper bound on the h boson mass, Mmax

h . We will discuss
these scenarios but, compared to the work of Ref. [13], we choose here to vary the scale MS.
Together with the requirements on Xt in eqs. (4–6), we adopt the following values for the
parameters entering the pMSSM Higgs sector,

At = Ab , M
2

' 2M
1

= |µ| = 1

5
MS , M

3

= 0.8MS , (7)

and vary the basic inputs tan � and MA. For the values tan � = 60 and MA = MS = 3 TeV
and a top quark pole of mass of mt = 173 GeV, we would obtain a maximal Higgs mass value
Mmax

h ⇡ 135 GeV for maximal mixing once the full set of known radiative corrections up to
two loops is implemented [14]. In the no–mixing and typical mixing scenarios, one obtains
much smaller values, Mmax

h ⇡ 120 GeV and Mmax

h ⇡ 125 GeV, respectively. Scanning over the
soft SUSY–breaking parameters, one may increase these Mmax

h values by up to a few GeV.
It is important to note that the dominant two–loop corrections have been calculated in

the DR scheme [15] and implemented in the codes Suspect [16] and SOFTSUSY [17] that we
will use here for the MSSM spectrum, but also in the on–shell scheme [18] as implemented in
FeynHiggs [19]. In general, the results for Mh in the two scheme di↵er by at most 2 GeV,
which we take as a measure of the missing higher order e↵ects. Quite recently, the dominant
three–loop contribution to Mh has been calculated and found to be below 1 GeV [20]. Thus,
the mass of the lightest h boson can be predicted with an accuracy of �Mh ⇠ 3 GeV and this
is the theoretical uncertainty on Mh that we assume.
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The difference comes from model constraint  
to A parameters 

Tension is strong for gauge mediation→model extension 
(see for example JHEP 1506(2015) 144   )  

Supersymmetry? (vacuum is bounded from below)  
stop mass  and its left-right mixing is greatly  constrained. 



Searches at LHC  
g-2 implies light EW SUSY particles and and relatively light dark matter 

Higgs mass→ heavy or mixed stop, do not want to miss it by any 
chance. 
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Waiting for LHC runII data  
LHC at 13TeV toward HL-LHC 
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(b) q̃q̃, decoupled g̃
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(c) q̃q̃, mg̃ = 4.5 TeV

Figure 9: Expected 95% CL exclusion contours (dashed) and 5� discovery contours (solid) for Lint =

300fb�1 (black) and 3000fb�1 (red) for gluino and squark pair-production. For squark pair-production,
the gluino mass is either (b) decoupled or (c) set to 4.5 TeV. The bands reflect the 1� uncertainty on the
production cross-section. The stepping along the diagonal in the top left figure is a non-physical e↵ect
caused by the granularity of the grid.
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Figure 5: The 95% CL exclusion limits (dashed) and 5� discovery reach (solid) for 300 fb�1 (red) and
3000 fb�1 (black) in the t̃, �̃0

1 mass plane assuming t̃ ! t + �̃0
1 with a branching ratio of 100%. The

results are shown for the combination of the 1-lepton and 0-lepton analyses. The observed limits from
the analyses of 8 TeV data are also shown.

Figure 6: The Feynman diagram for the �̃0
2�̃
±
1 simplified model studied in this note. The �̃±1 is assumed

to decay as �̃±1 ! W±(⇤)�̃0
1 and the �̃0

2 as �̃0
2 ! Z(⇤) �̃0

1 with 100% branching ratio.

3.3 Signal Region Selection

Two signal regions are defined for each luminosity scenario considered, “SR1-3000” and “SR2-3000”
for the 3000 fb�1 scenario and “SR1-300” and “SR2-300” for the 300 fb�1 scenario. The regions are Z-
enriched regions to target the �̃0

2 decays via on-shell Z bosons and have ranked selections on the pT of the
three leptons of 100, 80 and 50 GeV from leading to second leading to third leading respectively. Events
are required to include at least one Z boson candidate, defined as a Same-Flavour Opposite-Sign (SFOS)
lepton pair with mass |mSFOS � mZ | < 10 GeV. The mT is constructed from the lepton not included in the
SFOS pair with invariant mass closes to the Z boson mass. Each signal region has tight mT and Emiss

T
requirements to increase sensitivity in scenarios with large mass splitting between the chargino (or �̃0

2)
and the lightest neutralino. The Emiss

T and mT distributions after the above selections and after requiring
Emiss

T > 50 GeV, are shown in Figure 7 for the 3000 fb�1 scenario. The signal regions for the 300 fb�1

and 3000 fb�1 scenarios have been optimised seperately and are described in Table 5.

10

Exclude gluino mass up to 3TeV and  
( up to 1.5TeV  for degenerate ) 

scalar top up to 1.4TeV  
(discovery 1.2TeV) 

Collider Energy Luminosity Cross Section Mass

LHC8 8 TeV 20.5 fb−1 10 fb 650 GeV
LHC 14 TeV 300 fb−1 3.5 fb 1.0 GeV

HL LHC 14 TeV 3 ab−1 1.1 fb 1.2 TeV
HE LHC 33 TeV 3 ab−1 91 ab 3.0 TeV
VLHC 100 TeV 1 ab−1 200 ab 5.7 TeV

Table 1: The first line gives the current bound on stops from the LHC [7]. The remaining lines give
the estimated 5σ discovery reach in stop pair production cross section and mass for different future
hadron collider runs.

2.1 Signal Efficiency

We use top tagging [12, 13, 14, 2, 15, 16, 17] to distinguish signal from background. For more
Snowmass studies on top quark reconstruction see [18]. The general idea is to look for fat jets
which exhibit substructure which is more like a hadronic top quark than various backgrounds. This
is applied to stop searches in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Top tagging has been used at both CMS [19] and
ATLAS [20] in other types of searches, and from the CMS search we take the efficiency of top tagging
to be 50% for tops with pT > 500 GeV. From the same search we take the fake rate to be 5% for
the same pT range. There is very little data for pT > 800 GeV, but we will use these efficiencies
throughout out study, even at very high energy. The HPTTopTagger [17] study focuses on pT > 1
TeV and finds lower tagging efficiency but also lower fake rates.

Therefore, we make the following cuts taking the efficiency from the literature:

• Require both tops decay hadronically (46%)

• Require one b-tag (70%) [21, 22]

• Require both tops pass a top tagger (25%).

We also simulate pair production of 1 TeV stops decaying to a nearly massless (1 GeV) neutralino.
The simulation is done at parton level with MadGraph 5 [11] and is used to compute the efficiency
for the following two cuts:

• Require that both tops have pT > 500 GeV (19%)

• Require missing transverse energy bigger than 600 GeV (34%).

The first cut justifies the efficiency of the top tagger cut from above. The efficiency of the second
cut is computed after the first cut is applied. In Figure 1 we show the missing energy distribution
of the signal and dominant backgrounds, and we see the large missing energy cut is very effective in
distinguishing the rapidly falling backgrounds from the relatively flat signal.

From these cuts we estimate the total signal efficiency for stops with mass around 1 TeV to be
0.52%. Moving in the mt̃ −mχ plane will change the efficiency of these cuts, but our results will be
applicable for stop masses around 1 TeV with very light neutralinos.

For the High Luminosity LHC run, there will be significant pileup in each event with an expected
average of 140 interactions per crossing. This could cause significant difficulties for both of our major

3

1309.1514
discovery potential of stop  

—Future prospects 

…. and It is not so impressive 



• Correction to the Higgs coupling is comparable to the proposed ILC sensitivity.  
(Large stop mixing→non-decoupling correction for moderate mA)   

• Flavor physics(Belle II, J-PARC)  
low scale SUSY →  large At 
High scale SUSY →rooms for non-universal squark mass  

• CCB constraint from AtHutLtR term has been  considered seriously  but  μHd tL tR   
can be same order. Large scale uncertainty

High  scale SUSY 

Figure 6: Same as Fig. 5, but with all the solutions of At.
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comment precise numerical  calculations  
of lifetime of metastable vacuum 

δW̃ (k) =
4π2

k

∫

dr r2δW (r)J1(kr), (2.14)

with J1(x) being the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Notice that W̄ is a diagonal
matrix in our choice of the basis.

Next, let us consider the finite part, i.e.,
∑

p≥3 s
(p)
ϕ . Because the bounce solution has

O(4) symmetry, the eigenfunctions of the operator (−∂2 + W ) can be characterized by
the quantum numbers for the rotational group of the four-dimensional Euclidean space,
i.e., SU(2)A× SU(2)B. We denote the spin operators for SU(2)A and SU(2)B as Âi and B̂i,
respectively, and the eigenvalues of (Â2, Â3, B̂2, B̂3) are denoted as (jA, mA, jB, mB); jA = jB
for scalars, and jA = jB ± 1

2 for fermions. Hereafter, we denote

J ≡ min(jA, jB), (2.15)

which takes the values of J = 0, 1
2 , 1,

3
2 , · · · . Then, the functional determinant of our interest

can be decomposed into the contributions of each J as

Det

[

−∂2 +W

−∂2 + W̄

]

=
∏

J

Det

[

−∆J +W

−∆J + W̄

]

, (2.16)

where ∆J is the four-dimensional Laplace operator acting on the mode with J = min(jA, jB).
For scalars,

[∆J −W ]φ = ∂2r +
3

r
∂r −

2J(2J + 2)

r2
− Vij, (2.17)

and for fermions,

[∆J −W ]ψ = ∂2r +
3

r
∂r −

(

2J(2J + 2)r−2 +M2 ∂rM
∂rM (2J + 1)(2J + 3)r−2 +M2

)

. (2.18)

Using the technique given in [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17], it is possible to express the
determinant as follows,#1

Det

[

−∆J +W

−∆J + W̄

]

= det(ϕJ/ϕ̄J)
NJ

∣

∣

r=∞
, (2.19)

where NJ is the degeneracy; NJ = (2J + 1)2 for a scalar, and NJ = 2(2J + 1)(2J + 2) for
a fermion. Notice that the factor of 2 in NJ for fermions originates from two choices of
jA = jB − 1

2 and jA = jB + 1
2 . In addition, ϕJ is the function, which is regular in r = 0,

obeying the following equation:

[∆J −W (r)]ϕJ(r) = 0. (2.20)

#1Here and hereafter, (ϕJ/ϕ̄J) should be understood as the product ϕJ ϕ̄
−1
J

if ϕJ and ϕ̄J are matrices.
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1 Introduction

In particle physics and cosmology, decay of false vacua is an important subject. For example,
with the observed Higgs and top masses, it has been known that the Higgs quartic coupling
constant becomes negative above ∼ 1010GeV if the standard model (SM) is a good effective
theory up to the scale [1]. Then the electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) vacuum is a
false vacuum. Even if there exists a true vacuum other than the EWSB vacuum, we may
still live in the EWSB vacuum as long as the lifetime of the EWSB vacuum is longer than
the present cosmic time. In models beyond the SM, the EWSB vacuum may still be a false
vacuum. For example, in supersymmetric (SUSY) models, there may exist a color and/or
charge breaking (CCB) vacuum (at which some of the superpartners of quarks and/or leptons
acquire non-vanishing expectation values) whose vacuum energy is lower than that of the
EWSB vacuum. Existence of such a CCB vacuum imposes important and stringent bounds
on SUSY models [2, 3, 4, 5].

Precise calculation of the decay rate of the false vacua is important from both theoret-
ical and phenomenological points of view. The procedure to calculate the decay rate was
formulated in [6, 7], in which the decay rate is evaluated by performing the path integral
around the saddle-point solution (i.e., so-called the “bounce”) of the equation of motion in
the Euclidean field theory. Given the bounce solution, the decay rate per unit volume is
given by

γ ≡ Ae−B, (1.1)

where B is the bounce action, which is the Euclidean action of the bounce solution, while
the prefactor A takes account of the effects of fluctuations around the bounce. In many
analyses, B has been evaluated from the tree-level Lagrangian, while an order-of-magnitude
estimate has been adopted for A. The main subject of this paper is the calculation of A,
which is important to determine the overall scale of the decay rate. Another motivation of
the calculation comes from the scale independence of the decay rate. B inevitably depends
on the renormalization scale Q at which the tree-level parameters in the Lagrangian are
defined. As we will see, the scale dependence of B can be sizable. The decay rate of the false
vacuum is physical quantity, and therefore, the scale dependence should be cancelled in the
expression of γ = Ae−B.

In this paper, we discuss the calculation of the decay rate of false vacua, paying particu-
lar attention to the renormalization-scale dependence of the decay rate γ. In Section 2, we
summarize the formalism to calculate the prefactor. In Sections 3 and 4, we perform numer-
ical calculations of the decay rate γ for a simple model of a real scalar field and Higgs-stau
system in the minimal SUSY SM (MSSM), respectively. We show that, in those models, B
has sizable dependence on Q, while the scale dependence of γ = Ae−B becomes weak once
the effect of the prefactor A is properly taken into account. Section 5 is devoted for the
summary of this paper.

1

Euclidean action of bounce solution 
solution of the equation of motion 

in  the bounce background  

only total γ is scale independent.  
If A is ignored , the scale uncertainty 
is huge.  

It is possible to numerically 
compute γ in full (Thanks to the good 
computers, and good numerical packages and 
a talented PD)  

Figure 2: Renormalization-scale dependences of B, B+∆St, B+∆Sφ, and Stot = B+∆St+
∆Sφ in the Higgs-stau model. Here, mτ̃ ≡ mℓ̃L

= mτ̃R = 250GeV, Tτ = 300GeV, and
tan β = 20. Also, Λ = 100GeV is taken for ∆Sφ.

disappears once we take account of the effects of fluctuations around the bounce, i.e., loop
corrections. In addition, the prefactor A cannot be determined at the tree level and is
often replaced by fourth power of a typical mass scale in the Lagrangian. To resolve this
arbitrariness, the calculation of A is necessary.

We have carefully included one-loop corrections to the decay rate. We have considered
a simple model with a scalar field as well as a supersymmetric model in which Higgs-stau
system has CCB vacua. With the change of the renormalization scale within the reasonable
range, the bounce action can change by O(10)% in these models. We have shown that the
renormalization-scale uncertainty is reduced to be O(1)% if the prefactor A is taken into
account properly. Thus, for an accurate calculation of the decay rate, proper inclusion of
the loop effects is important.

Acknowledgment: Y.S. is supported by Grant-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows under the program
number 26-3171. This work is also supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific research Nos.
25105011 (M.E.), 23104008 (T.M.), 26400239 (T.M.), 23104006 (M.M.N.), and 26287039
(M.M.N.), and also by World Premier International Research Center Initiative (WPI Initia-
tive), MEXT, Japan.
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EFT and simplified models for  DM 
study at LHC 

Dark matter scattering depends on the low 
energy higher dimensional operators  

Question: can we compare the  sensitivity of the 
Dark Matter search to LHC  

A proposal: add the effective operator to the 
Lagrangian and see the effect, Goodman et al, 
2010 Phys. Lett. B 695(2011) 185-188, PRD82 
(2010) 116010   

Merit?  the effect of the same operator.  

Demerit: In many theory involving DM, the 
phenomenology is quite different at LHC 

recent trend is simplified model (specify 
mediator  and renormalizable  theory only) 

Name Operator Coefficient

D1 χ̄χq̄q mq/M3
∗

D2 χ̄γ5χq̄q imq/M3
∗

D3 χ̄χq̄γ5q imq/M3
∗

D4 χ̄γ5χq̄γ5q mq/M3
∗

D5 χ̄γµχq̄γµq 1/M2
∗

D6 χ̄γµγ5χq̄γµq 1/M2
∗

D7 χ̄γµχq̄γµγ5q 1/M2
∗

D8 χ̄γµγ5χq̄γµγ5q 1/M2
∗

D9 χ̄σµνχq̄σµνq 1/M2
∗

D10 χ̄σµνγ5χq̄σαβq i/M2
∗

D11 χ̄χGµνGµν αs/4M3
∗

D12 χ̄γ5χGµνGµν iαs/4M3
∗

D13 χ̄χGµνG̃µν iαs/4M3
∗

D14 χ̄γ5χGµνG̃µν αs/4M3
∗

Name Operator Coefficient

C1 χ†χq̄q mq/M2
∗

C2 χ†χq̄γ5q imq/M2
∗

C3 χ†∂µχq̄γµq 1/M2
∗

C4 χ†∂µχq̄γµγ5q 1/M2
∗

C5 χ†χGµνGµν αs/4M2
∗

C6 χ†χGµνG̃µν iαs/4M2
∗

R1 χ2q̄q mq/2M2
∗

R2 χ2q̄γ5q imq/2M2
∗

R3 χ2GµνGµν αs/8M2
∗

R4 χ2GµνG̃µν iαs/8M2
∗

TABLE I: Operators coupling WIMPs to SM particles. The operator names beginning with D, C,

R apply to WIMPS that are Dirac fermions, complex scalars or real scalars respectively.

III. COLLIDER CONSTRAINTS

A. Overview

We can constrain M∗ for each operator in the table above by considering the pair pro-

duction of WIMPs at a hadron collider:

pp̄ (pp) → χχ+X. (2)

Since the WIMPs escape undetected, this leads to events with missing transverse energy,

recoiling against additional hadronic radiation present in the reaction.

The most significant Standard Model backgrounds to this process are events where a Z

boson decays into neutrinos, together with the associated production of jets. This back-

ground is irreducible. There are also backgrounds from events where a particle is either

missed or has a mismeasured energy. The most important of these comes from events pro-

7
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The operator is manifestly SU(2) 
non-invariant but calculating 
amplitude with gauge boson.   
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effect.  
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Searches with Mono-Leptons

Yang Baia,b and Tim M.P. Taitc
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We explore the implications of the mono-lepton plus missing transverse energy signature at the
LHC, and point out its significance on understanding how dark matter interacts with quarks, where
the signature arises from dark matter pair production together with a leptonically decaying W boson
radiated from the initial state quarks. We derive limits using the existing W ′ searches at the LHC,
and find an interesting interference between the contributions from dark matter couplings to up-
type and down-type quarks. Mono-leptons can actually furnish the strongest current bound on dark
matter interactions for axial vector (spin-dependent) interactions and iso-spin violating couplings.
Should a signal of dark matter production be observed, this process can also help disentangle the
dark matter couplings to up- and down-type quarks.

PACS numbers: 12.60.-i, 95.35.+d, 14.80.-j

Introduction. Observational evidence points to the ex-
istence of some kind of cold nonbaryonic dark matter as
the dominant component of matter in the Universe [1],
and yet, from the point of view of a fundamental de-
scription, essentially nothing is known about the nature
of dark matter. Among the many possibilities, weakly in-
teracting massive particles (WIMPs) are the most cher-
ished vision for dark matter, because their abundance
in the Universe may be simply understood as a conse-
quence of the thermal history. But even in the space of
WIMP theories, there is a large set of possible interac-
tions with the ordinary particles of the Standard Model
(SM), leading to a rich program of searches for WIMPs
indirectly through their annihilation, directly scattering
with heavy nuclei, and through their production at high
energy accelerators.

If the particles mediating the WIMP interactions with
the SM are heavy compared to the momentum transfer
of interest, the ultraviolet details become unimportant,
and low energy physics is described by an effective field
theory (EFT) containing the SM, the WIMP, and con-
tact interactions coupling the two sectors [2–6]. The ef-
fective theory has proven a useful language to describe
some kinds of WIMP theories, and assess the interplay of
direct searches with those at colliders [3–9] and indirect
detection [10, 11]. A picture emerges in which the various
classes of searches exhibit a high degree of complemen-
tarity in terms of their coverage of different theories of
WIMPs.

Currently the most sensitive accelerator searches look
for mono-jets and mono-photons which recoil against a
pair of invisible WIMPs [12–15]. In general, the col-
lider searches tend to provide better coverage for spin-
dependent interactions and for low mass (! 10 GeV)
WIMPs. In this article, we explore the signature where
a “mono-W” boson is produced in association with the
WIMPs. When the W decays leptonically, this results in
a charged lepton and a neutrino, leading to events char-
acterized by a single charged lepton and missing trans-

FIG. 1: Representative Feynman diagrams for Wχχ̄ produc-
tion.

verse momentum (see Fig. 1). As we shall see below, the
existing W ′ searches already place a bound on mono-W
production which for some choices of couplings are cur-
rently the most stringent, better than existing mono-jet
bounds. Even in cases where the mono-leptons do not
provide the most stringent constraints, they are an in-
teresting mechanism to disentangle WIMP couplings to
up-type versus down-type quarks.

Effective Field Theory. We consider a theory of a
Dirac (electroweak singlet) WIMP particle χ which inter-
acts with up (u) and/or down (d) quarks through either
a vector or axial-vector interaction. The vector case is
represented by the contact interaction,

1

Λ2
χγµχ

(

uγµu+ ξ dγµd
)

, (1)

where Λ characterizes the over-all strength of the interac-
tion, ξ parameterizes the relative strength of the coupling
to down quarks relative to up-quarks, and for simplicity
we restrict our discussion to quarks of the first genera-
tion. This interaction leads to spin-independent scatter-
ing with nuclei. We also consider a spin-dependent case
with an axial vector structure,

1

Λ2
χγµγ5χ

(

uγµγ5u+ ξ dγµγ5d
)

. (2)

Bai and Tait Phys. Lett B723:384-387

No ultraviolet completion having  
this huge enhancement  found so far. 
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Apparent unitarity violation in top quark’s mass o↵-shell region

from a new physics at high energy colliders
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Perturbative unitarity conditions have been playing an important role by estimating the energy
scale of new physics, including the Higgs mass as one of the most important examples. In this letter,
we show that there is a possibility to see the hint of a new physics (top quark partner) indirectly
by observing an “apparent” unitarity violation in Mbw distribution well above top quark mass in a
process of a heavy resonance decaying into a pair of top quarks.

I. INTRODUCTION.

Perturbative unitarity violation in a certain physics
process indicates that some new physics involves in the
process. For example, Lee-Quigg-Thacker provided the
upper bound of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs boson
mass as mH < 1 TeV through the perturbative unitar-
ity condition [1]. Indeed the Higgs boson is discovered
at 125 GeV, well below that bound. After the discovery
of the Higgs boson at the LHC, the Higgs sector might
be a portal to the physics beyond the Standard Mod-
el (BSM). Top quark, as the most massive fundamental
particle in the SM, plays a very important role in un-
derstanding the Higgs sector due to its strong yukawa
coupling which drives the Higgs mass square negative
at the weak scale, causing naturalness problem. Many
new physics models which try to solve the naturalness
problem by controlling the Higgs mass against quantum
corrections, predict a “top quark partner” (top partner)
with its mass near TeV scale. In addition, the top quark
also has been considered as the one of SM particles cou-
pled to BSM sector. For examples, Topcolour-assisted
technicolour (TC2) [2], and composite Higgs scenarios [3]
of the strong Electroweak Symmetry Breaking (EWSB)
models and models with warped extra dimensions [4] are
classes of models predicting a heavy particle which would
decay mostly into top quark pair.

In this letter, we examine a possibility of tracing a
top partner in the o↵-shell region of the top quark from
a heavy resonance’s decay process. The “apparent” u-
nitarity violation of the enhancement in the o↵-shell re-
gion may appear in various BSM providing an interesting
proof of the existence of a heavy top partner. The L-
HC experimental collaborations have already performed
analyses of a heavy resonance’s decaying into tt̄ [5] at

⇤
chengcheng.han@ipmu.jp

†
nojiri@post.kek.jp

‡
parc.ctpu@gmail.com

8 TeV. In the case of a heavy resonance with a mass
above TeV scale, decay products of a top quark can be
captured as a single clustered object, “jet”. Thus to dis-
tinguish this “top quark” jet from a normal QCD jets,
various methods called top-tagging with jet substructure
techniques [6, 7] have been evolved. But these curren-
t top-tagging methods is insensitive to the o↵ shell top
quark because they require the filtered jet mass around
the top pole mass. Di↵erent analysis must be proposed
to identify the o↵-shell enhancement once a heavy reso-
nance is discovered.

II. HIGH Mbw DUE TO THE WL

ENHANCEMENT.

In this section, we demonstrate how a top quark’s o↵-
shell region becomes significant in BSM with a heavy top
partner. To capture the main idea, we provide a simpli-
fied model by extending the SM with two new particles;
one is a massive spin-1 color octet gauge boson Gµ and
the other is a vector-like SU(2)L singlet top partner T .
This simplified model can be embedded naturally in ex-
tra dimension models where the spin-1 color octet is the
gluon KK-mode and the T is the KK mode of the top
quark. A generalized interaction can be expressed as:

L 3 c
1

gsGµT̄�µT + c
2

gsGµt̄R�µtR + c
3

gsGµQ̄L�µQL

� MT̄T � (yQ̄LH̃TR + ytQ̄LH̃tR + h.c.), (1)

where H is the SM Higgs and t and QL are the SM top
quark and third generation left-hand quark. Here we
suppress the color and SU(2)L indices for the simplicity.
The coupling constants dependent on the set up of ex-
tra dimensional models. We adopt a model independent
approach and thus take (y, yt, c1

, c
2

, c
3

, M, MG) as free
parameters. After the electroweak breaking, t will mix
with T and the mass matrix can be summarized as:

⇣
t̄L T̄L

⌘
0

@ yt
vp
2

y vp
2

0 M

1

A

0

@ tR

TR

1

A . (2)

2

Model c1 c2 c3 coupling structure

A 1 sin2 ✓L 0 Gµt̄�
µt

B 0 1 0 Gµt̄R�
µtR

C 1 0 0 Gµt̄L�
µtL

D 0 0 1 GµQ̄L�
µQL

TABLE I: The coupling structure of the simplified model giv-
en in eq. (1). The interactions between G and top quark in A

and C model contain the couplings induced by Q̄LH̃TR.

This mass matrix can be diagonalized by bi-unitary
transformation ULMU †

R = M
diag

, where the relation be-
tween mass and weak eigenstates is
0

@ t0L,R

T 0
L,R

1

A =

0

@ cos ✓L,R sin ✓L,R

� sin ✓L,R cos ✓L,R

1

A

0

@ tL,R

TL,R

1

A , (3)

where t0, T 0 are the mass eigenstates and ✓L and ✓R are
corresponding mixing angles. For M � yiv, we can ap-
proximate the mixing angles as,

sin ✓L ⇠ yvp
2M

, sin ✓R ⇠ mt

M
sin ✓L . (4)

Detailed constraints on the mixing angles can be obtained
from various precision measurements including Rb and
the current limit is sin ✓L . 0.1 [8] for mT 0 > 1 TeV.
The di↵erent interactions between Gµ and top quarks
can be summarized in Tab. (I). Note that the interac-
tions between Gµ and left handed top quark tL com-
ing from terms of Q̄LHTR and GµT̄�µT would devel-
op an enhancement o↵-shell mass region of top quark
through the enhancement from the amplitude of longi-
tudinal W which seems violate the unitarity. On the
other hand, there is no enhancement for model B where
Gµ interacts only with right handed top quark tR. To
illustrate this, we show the numerical studies of Mbw dis-
tribution in Fig. (1). Here we set mG = 2 TeV and top
partner mass mT 0 = 3.5 TeV with satisfying the pertur-
bativity condition y < 4⇡ (y ⇠ 2) and mixing angles
(sin ✓L, sin ✓R) = (0.1, 0.005).

A. Gauge symmetry and unitarity

The unitarity violation in our simplified model can be
mitigated through a gauge symmetry. First of all, in
model D where a heavy resonance G couples to SU(2)
doublet, the enhancement in the Mbw distribution above
the top quark mass is weaker compared to other models.

In model C, there is a “GIM” type mechanism to can-
cel the unitarity violating behavior in the very high ener-
gy limit. To show this cancelation more clearly, we take
a process

t(p
1

) + G�(p
2

) ! wµ(p
3

) + b(p
4

) . (5)
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FIG. 1: Invariant mass Mbw distributions between W bo-
son and bottom quark from the three body decaying process
Gµ ! t̄ + W + b. We take mT = 1.5mG in our numerical
calculation, but the distribution of the UV model agrees well
with those of the e↵ective actions given in RHS of Tab. (I).

For simplicity we use t and T for the mass eigenstates
from now on. The Ward-Takahashi identity requires
M = ✏⇤µ

LMµ = M(�+), where M is the matrix ele-
ment of above process, ✏L is the longitudinal polarization
vector of w boson, and �+ is a goldstone boson. In the
high momentum limit with ✏µ

L ⇠ pµ
3

/mW , the full pro-
cess involves both the top quark t and the top partner
T in S-channel. If we denote the matrix element with
top quark in S-channel as M

1

and that with from top
partner contribution as M

2

;

M
1

/ sin2 ✓L cos ✓Lūb
/p
3

mw
PL

1

/p
1

+ /p
2

� mt
��PLut✏

�
G

/ sin2 ✓L cos ✓L

mw
ūbPR

 
mt

/p
1

+ /p
2

� mt
+ 1

!
��PLut✏

�
G ,

M
2

/ � sin2 ✓L cos ✓Lūb
/p
3

mw
PL

1

/p
1

+ /p
2

� mT
��PLut✏

�
G

/ � sin2 ✓L cos ✓L

mw
ūbPR

 
mT

/p
1

+ /p
2

� mT
+ 1

!
��PLut✏

�
G ,(6)

in the limit of mb ⇠ 0. The relative minus sign of M
2

to M
1

is from the mixing angle. As we see, there is a
constant term in terms of

p
s in Mi which provides the

unitarity violation. The total matrix element of eq. (5)
will be

M / ūbPR

 
mt

/p
1

+ /p
2

� mt
� mT

/p
1

+ /p
2

� mT

!
��PLut✏

�
G .

(7)
The longitudinal enhancement in Mi which are constan-
t terms cancels each other and perturbative unitarity
will be restored. This behavior can also be observed
in the G decaying process. In Fig.(2) when the top
partner mass is lighter than mG, Mbw distribution be-
comes similar to the Breit-Wigner distribution in the
high mass tail. When the top partner is heavier than
G, there is enhancement in the large Mbw region s-
ince the goldstone boson’s contribution is not controlled
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass distributions Mbw in Model C involv-
ing the e↵ective operator Gµt̄L�

µtL for various top partner
masses mT .

through GIM-like mechanism. In the case of D where
G couples to the SU(2)L doublet, there is cancelation of
(Gµ ! t̄, t⇤ ! t̄, b, w+) process by process involving of
shell b quark

�
Gµ ! b, b̄⇤ ! b, w+, t̄

�
, so that SU(2)L

gauge symmetry prohibits the unitarity violation.

B. High Mbw contribution

So far, conventional searches for a heavy resonance in
a top quark pair production channel have required vari-
ous top-tagging method with a filtered jet mass around
the top quark’s pole mass. Thus these top taggers be-
come insensitive to high Mbw region well above the top
mass. To illustrate the contribution from high Mbw, we
perform the parton level analyses of a heavy resonance
Gµ production with decay Gµ ! t̄ + W + b. We define
✏
cut

as the proportion with Mbw locating in the top mass
window (140GeV < mbw < 200 GeV).

✏
cut

=
N

cut

N
total

, (8)

with N
cut

is the number of events passed the top quark
mass window (140 GeV < mbw < 200 GeV). In a Fig. (3)
we show the change of e�ciency in terms of the mass of
a heavy resonance, Gµ (here we set MT = 1.5MG). As
we see in our example, if we ignore the three body decay
channel and its e↵ect on the Gµ width, we may overesti-
mate the e�ciency of the signal and this e↵ect could be
much larger for multi-tops search. On the other hand,
we might be able to measure the detailed structure of an
interaction between a heavy resonance and top quarks
by focusing on this high Mbw region. We note in various
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of multi-top quark chan-
nels, most of analyses have been using the narrow width
approximation (NWA) since the width of a top quark is
negligible compare to its mass �t /mt ⇠ O(1)% and prac-
tically it is very time consuming to generate large dimen-
sional phase space with current MC techniques. Howev-
er, if we use NWA in models with a heavy top partner,
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FIG. 3: ✏cut in various models given in Tab. (I) as a function
of the heavy resonance mass mG.

the simulations can not properly represent the physics
and will have a chance to mislead our interpretation of
collider data.

III. OTHER POSSIBLE SCENARIO

t̄

�
g̃D

t̃

t t

g̃D

t̃

t̄

�

FIG. 4: E↵ective operators in our simplified model set up
between a colour octet scalar � and top quarks in a sec. (III).

In this section, we present another model that resem-
bles the sgluon case. In N =1/N =2 hybrid Supersym-
metric (SUSY) model [9, 10], the gluino could be a Dirac
fermion and a scalar gluon (�) is predicted as the part of
the N=2 multiplet. The corresponding interaction is:

Lg̃D g̃D� = �
p

2igsf
abcg̃

a
DL

g̃b
DR

�c + h.c. (9)

L�q̃q̃ = �gsM
D
3

"
�a

�a
ijp
2

X

q

(q̃⇤
Liq̃Lj � q̃⇤

Riq̃Rj)

#
(10)

Although � has no direct coupling with SM fermions,
it still can decay into q̄q through the squark-gluino loop.
But this chirality-flip coupling is suppressed by the mass
of quarks, therefore the interaction to the top quark is
dominant. The corresponding the e↵ective Lagrangian
between � and top quark can be written with generalized
couplings [10]:

L = �t̄ [aLPL + aRPR] t + h.c. (11)

The value of aL and aR is from the right hand stop-gluino
loop and left hand stop-gluino loop. Note the coupling
between � with right hand stop has an opposite sign com-
pared to the case with the left hand stop. Thus for the
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass distributions Mbw in Model C involv-
ing the e↵ective operator Gµt̄L�

µtL for various top partner
masses mT .

through GIM-like mechanism. In the case of D where
G couples to the SU(2)L doublet, there is cancelation of
(Gµ ! t̄, t⇤ ! t̄, b, w+) process by process involving of
shell b quark

�
Gµ ! b, b̄⇤ ! b, w+, t̄

�
, so that SU(2)L

gauge symmetry prohibits the unitarity violation.

B. High Mbw contribution

So far, conventional searches for a heavy resonance in
a top quark pair production channel have required vari-
ous top-tagging method with a filtered jet mass around
the top quark’s pole mass. Thus these top taggers be-
come insensitive to high Mbw region well above the top
mass. To illustrate the contribution from high Mbw, we
perform the parton level analyses of a heavy resonance
Gµ production with decay Gµ ! t̄ + W + b. We define
✏
cut

as the proportion with Mbw locating in the top mass
window (140GeV < mbw < 200 GeV).

✏
cut

=
N

cut

N
total

, (8)

with N
cut

is the number of events passed the top quark
mass window (140 GeV < mbw < 200 GeV). In a Fig. (3)
we show the change of e�ciency in terms of the mass of
a heavy resonance, Gµ (here we set MT = 1.5MG). As
we see in our example, if we ignore the three body decay
channel and its e↵ect on the Gµ width, we may overesti-
mate the e�ciency of the signal and this e↵ect could be
much larger for multi-tops search. On the other hand,
we might be able to measure the detailed structure of an
interaction between a heavy resonance and top quarks
by focusing on this high Mbw region. We note in various
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of multi-top quark chan-
nels, most of analyses have been using the narrow width
approximation (NWA) since the width of a top quark is
negligible compare to its mass �t /mt ⇠ O(1)% and prac-
tically it is very time consuming to generate large dimen-
sional phase space with current MC techniques. Howev-
er, if we use NWA in models with a heavy top partner,
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FIG. 3: ✏cut in various models given in Tab. (I) as a function
of the heavy resonance mass mG.

the simulations can not properly represent the physics
and will have a chance to mislead our interpretation of
collider data.

III. OTHER POSSIBLE SCENARIO
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FIG. 4: E↵ective operators in our simplified model set up
between a colour octet scalar � and top quarks in a sec. (III).

In this section, we present another model that resem-
bles the sgluon case. In N =1/N =2 hybrid Supersym-
metric (SUSY) model [9, 10], the gluino could be a Dirac
fermion and a scalar gluon (�) is predicted as the part of
the N=2 multiplet. The corresponding interaction is:

Lg̃D g̃D� = �
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Although � has no direct coupling with SM fermions,
it still can decay into q̄q through the squark-gluino loop.
But this chirality-flip coupling is suppressed by the mass
of quarks, therefore the interaction to the top quark is
dominant. The corresponding the e↵ective Lagrangian
between � and top quark can be written with generalized
couplings [10]:

L = �t̄ [aLPL + aRPR] t + h.c. (11)

The value of aL and aR is from the right hand stop-gluino
loop and left hand stop-gluino loop. Note the coupling
between � with right hand stop has an opposite sign com-
pared to the case with the left hand stop. Thus for the

mbW distribution of G → t bW [G→ tt]/ [G→ (tt+ t bw)]

non SU (2) invariant 
effective action  

Large tail due to  
WL 
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thoughts 

We currently have no data, but BSM models still 
shine (though I have been always in 
phenomenology side myself)  

Only full model, and correct field theory can 
connect dark matter  physics with high energy 
phenomena  

We should not give up  chasing the right answer. 


